Heritage Stamp criteria

Criteria

Not yet meeting
expectation

Minimally
meeting
expectations

Fully meeting
expectations

Exceeding
expectations

Historical
content

-minimal or no
historical content
-information is
copied, no
understanding of it

-some historical
content, not
enough details
-information is
present, but not in
student's own
words- not well
understood or
explained

-historical content
is well explained
-information mostly
accurate

-historical content
is thoroughly
explained, shows
understanding of
historical facts
-information is
accurate

Connection

-little or no
explanation of
choice
-no link between
drawing and
paragraph

-simple explanation
of choice
-link between
drawing and
paragraph is hard
to discern

-logical explanation
of choice
-link between
drawing and
paragraph is clear

-gives explanation
of choice with
insight, may show
complexity
-link between
drawing and
explanation is clear
-uses symbolism

Quality of
language

-simple, repetitive
language
-disjointed,
no/simple
connecting words

-language is simple
and vague
-sequence is
logical
-connections might
be unclear,
awkward

-language is clear,
some variety and
description
-sequence is
logical
-paragraphs or
sections are linked

-language is clear,
varied and precise
-content is wellorganized, flows
smoothly

Symbolism

-symbols and
pictures chosen
do not represent
Canadian heritage
and/or have
significant
inaccuracies

-symbols, pictures
somewhat
represent
Canadian heritage,
or may be vague or
have minor
inaccuracies

-symbols and
pictures clearly and
accurately
represent
Canadian heritage

-symbols and
pictures are
carefully chosen
and accurately
represent
Canadian heritage
with exceptional
clarity

Drawing
quality

-drawings do not fill
the stamp, lack
detail and leave
many large areas
of white space
-stamp is not
coloured brightly
and does not
attract attention

-drawings
somewhat fill the
stamp and show
some detail
-stamp is
somewhat
coloured, dull
colours and
attracts some
attention

-drawings mostly
fill the postage
stamp with minimal
areas of white
space and are
sufficiently detailed
-stamp is mostly
coloured, colours
are somewhat
bright and attracts
attention

-drawings fill the
postage stamp
without large areas
of white space
-stamp is
completely and
brightly coloured
and attracts
attention
-stamp shows
interesting or
unique artistic style

